What is the Real Food Challenge?

The Real Food Challenge is a national organization that provides universities with tools and strategies to support the development of a sustainable, local, fair, and humane food system through responsible procurement decisions.

What's new?

On April 17, 2017, UVM announced it had met the Real Food Campus Commitment to serve 20% Real Food by 2020. UVM set a new goal of 25% by 2020.

Real Food Commitments

Brennan's Achievements

Brennan's real food percentage far surpasses any other dining unit.

Brennan's has already reached and surpassed the 2020 real food goal.

Brennan's contributes 3% to the real food campus total.

Brennan sources from Red Hen, one of the few bakeries in Vermont that sources local wheat!

Brennan's purchase 98% real meat, sourced through Black River Produce.

Brennan's Real Food Over the Years